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Abstract
Professional esports teams develop strategies in order to
achieve goals and emerge successful in the complex and
dynamic environments of their respective games. Under-
standing and learning such strategies, often in order to
recreate them, is a core component of esport spectatorship.
However, esports streams move fast, and it is often difficult
for viewers to grasp the intricacies of complex strategies. In
this paper, we present an interactive data visualization tool
that can allow users to play back and label data. We argue
that such a tool can allow esports spectators to learn ad-
vanced strategies from professional gameplay by facilitating
the interactive exploration of replay data.
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Introduction
Esports have grown into a multi-billion dollar industry over
the course of the last decade that now encompasses dozens
of competitive games and hundreds of tournaments around
the world [6]. The rise in popularity has birthed the esports
spectator and viewership continues to rise [10]. Spectators
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have a variety of different motivations for watching esports
games including escapism, social interaction, and knowl-
edge acquisition [12, 16, 8, 5, 7]. Many esports specta-
tors are hoping to gain strategic expertise by watching high
level, professional players [16, 8, 5]. Most games include
spectator modes in which interfaces and dashboards are
leveraged to display critical information to the spectator [16,
14]. But the game action moves fast, is spread across a
large space, and the dashboards don’t always display the
information people want to see, making it challenging to
extract or learn the intricacies of strategic gameplay [13, 4].

Researchers and developers have explored data visual-
ization as a way to examine player strategy and obtain ac-
tionable insights [18]. Spatio-temporal visualizations, such
as heat-maps and event plotting, in particular, have proven
promising in presenting data in an understandable man-
ner, while still preserving enough detail to be informative
[18, 3, 11, 17]. This technique has demonstrated success
for strategy identification and player profiling [1, 2, 17] and
has shown promise for spectatorship as well. Hoobler et al.
[9] developed a visualization system for game spectator-
ship that uses icons to signify game events and leverages
heat-maps to reduce information overload and increase
clarity. Modata [15] combined visualizations of replay data
with a physical representation of a Defense of the Ancients
2 (DotA 2) map. Their results indicate that spectators find
the tangible representation of replay data an enticing way to
experience the game, but wished for more ability to interact
with the data [15].

The sidebar menu used to filter
players, which will remove their
events from both the timeline and
the map.

The sidebar menu used to filter
events, which will remove all events
of that type from the map, and
color them in grey on the timeline.

In this paper, we present an interactive visualization tool,
Stratmapper, that allows users to interact with replay data,
and label strategic behaviors. We will discuss the function-
ality of the tool, and how we believe it could be used to en-
hance the spectator experience by providing a user friendly

Figure 1: The Stratmapper interface.

way of interacting with low level game data and annotating
it. Such annotations can allow spectators to gain detailed
insight into professional strategies as well as have a conver-
sation about such techniques through community discus-
sion, as the annotations and labels are shared through the
visualization interface.

Stratmapper: Interactive Data Visualization
Stratmapper is an analysis tool that facilitates the spatio-
temporal visualization of game log data. Initially developed
for research and analysis purposes [1], we believe that the
tool could benefit esports spectators who wish to learn ad-
vanced strategic maneuvers from professional gameplay.

The Stratmapper interface, Figure 1, consists of a time-
line on the lower half and a map on the upper half. Events
that are defined in the raw game data are represented by
icons in both locations. Event data is pulled from the data
file, and thus the system is able to accommodate different
types of events as long as they exist in the data file. Thus,
the system is generalizable across platforms. An icon’s lo-
cation on the timeline represents when during gameplay an
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event occurred, and its corresponding location on the map
represents where it occurred, allowing for the spatial and
temporal contextualization of each event. The user is able
to highlight segments of the timeline in order to populate
the map with only the events that occurred during the high-
lighted time slice. Users can also filter players and event
types using the interface controls shown in the figure.

These controls provide users with a high degree of control
over what data they see, allowing them to customize the
visualization to their particular goals or needs. For spec-
tators, this means that they can remove noise from the vi-
sualization that may be irrelevant to what they wish to see,
reducing the risk of cognitive overload. As an example, if a
spectator wishes to learn the best order to kill jungle camps
in DotA 2, they can mute all events except for “Neutral
Creep Kill" (which represents the death of a jungle camp)
and then use the timeline controls to observe the order that
players engage them. Further, they could mute players who
never engage the jungle camps, or observe all players inter-
actions with the camps to see how different members of a
team pursue the goal over the course of a game.

The tool used to apply labels. It
includes a label name (decided by
the user), an author name, and can
include comments.

A selected label and its included
events on the timeline. Events and
players muted when the label is
applied are not included.

One of Stratmapper’s unique features is its labeling or an-
notation system. When a user has found a behavior of in-
terest in the data, they can select the relevant events on the
timeline, and apply a label to them. Labels will appear in
a bar above the timeline and selecting them will highlight
the related events and populate the map with them. Labels
can be used for data analysis in Stratmapper, or exported
to another visualization system for analysis, as is done in
previous work [1].

The labels facilitate multiple functions. They abstract the
low level data into human interpretable behaviors. By ap-
plying labels, a user can essentially “bookmark" strategic
behaviors that they wish to study, which allows them to ex-

amine how they occur in relation to each other. For exam-
ple, if one wants to learn how to perform an effective “gank"
(a type of team kill common in games like DotA 2), they can
label occurrences of ganks in the data, and then examine,
compare, and contrast where and how often they tend to
occur, as well as who is typically involved. Labels are also
shared, i.e. labels applied are visible to all users, facilitat-
ing community discussion, reflection, and strategy analysis.
These features allow spectators, either individually or col-
laboratively, to study the strategic patterns of players in a
detailed manner not possible with other methods.

Conclusion
Esports is a fast growing sector of the game industry, and
spectatorship is a critical element of their popularity and
revenue. In this paper, we explored the use of a data-driven
visualization system we developed called Stratmapper as
a tool that spectators can use to interactively explore replay
data to gain detailed insight into strategic behaviors as well
as a tool to facilitate moment to moment discussion of such
strategic behaviors within a community. In future work we
will evaluate Statmapper’s appeal and usability to specta-
tors in order to determine how the tool can be enhanced to
better serve this goal.
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